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Abstract: Effective stance-taking is considered as a crucial skill for successful academic writing and
sustainable development of writing scholarship. However, student writers often encounter difficulties
in this aspect. Scholars have thus called for explicit instruction to develop students’ academic writing
ability as a sustainable goal. Learning stance-taking is a particularly relevant area of intensive interest
among writing scholars. Yet, few empirical studies have been conducted to examine its effectiveness
on students’ academic writing quality and stance deployment. To fill this gap, a quasi-experimental
research was conducted with 46 undergraduate students in a Chinese university, who were randomly
assigned to two conditions: a treatment group and a comparison group. The treatment group received
an eight-week explicit stance instruction, while the comparison group received curriculum-based
writing instruction at the same time. Academic texts were collected both prior to and after the period
of intervention. Results revealed that the treatment group outperformed the comparison group in the
post-test in terms of academic writing quality and stance performance. Their writing also exhibited
changes in the frequencies of an array of stance types deployed (e.g., proclaim: pronounce, proclaim:
endorse, entertain, attribute), indicating their enhanced understanding of stance and improved
competence of mitigation and integrating external voices for better academic writing. Implications
for writing instruction are discussed.

Keywords: authorial stance; explicit instruction; academic writing; Chinese leaners of English

1. Introduction

Authorial stance is defined as the way that a writer conveys personal evaluations
toward the subject matter under discussion and this phenomenon has received increasing
research attention [1–4]. During the recent decade, extensive research has shown that
skilled academic writers are able to strategically present authorial stance that contributes
to critical evaluation, reader solidarity, and persuasive argumentation [5–10]. Taking an
effective stance is thus gradually considered as a crucial skill for both professional aca-
demics and student writers for achieving successful writing and sustainable development
of writing scholarship [11,12]. However, many existing studies have revealed that student
writers, especially L2 student writers, often encounter difficulties in stance-taking [3,13,14].
For instance, student writing is frequently found to be single-voiced, with strong commit-
ments, authorial detachment, or without acknowledging alternative views [3,9,13,15,16].
These features are regarded as less strategic in interpersonal positioning and dialogic
alignment with readers to the detriment of writing quality [17].

Noticing the importance of stance and students’ difficulties, many scholars postu-
lated that students may not be well-prepared by the academic writing instruction they
received [18–22]. As Wingate [11] argued, stance features in academic writing are rarely
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made explicit to students, which may result in the lack of awareness and incompetence in
stance performance. Driven by this incentive, many scholars have advocated for explicit
instruction of stance in the writing classroom, to develop students’ sustainable ability of
stance-taking for better academic writing [7,18,19,23,24]. For instance, Crosthwaite and
Jiang [7] recommended that explicit instruction of stance features should be incorporated
as a crucial part in English for Academic Purposes (hereafter EAP) programs at the uni-
versity level. Yet, insufficient intervention studies have been carried out to evaluate its
effectiveness. To fill this gap, the current study investigated the effects of explicit stance
instruction, framed within the Engagement system from a theoretical perspective of dial-
ogism, on students’ stance deployment and academic writing quality in an EFL context
at the tertiary level. Addressing this gap would shed some light on the effectiveness of
explicit instruction in fostering students’ stance-taking for successful academic writing and
sustainable development of writing scholarship.

2. Theoretical Perspective and Review of Literature
2.1. Dialogic Perspective and Stance-Taking

The theoretical perspective of dialogism views all utterances as fundamentally dialogic
and social interactive [25]. This theory is widely used to address social interactions involved
in written discourses, which provides the theoretical foundation for the course design
in this study. The dialogic lens views the writer as engaging in a living heteroglossia,
in which he or she dynamically interacts with referred voices that reflect shared or alien
positions in the social and disciplinary community, and at the same time responds to the
putative answers from readers [25]. Writers’ stance-taking behaviors are the furrowed
traces of the triangular dialogic interaction between writers, prior texts, and prospective
audience [11,26]. From the dialogic perspective, we use the term “stance” following
White [27], Du Bois [28], and Lancaster [9] to refer to the ways that writers convey personal
evaluations while positioning them with respect to alternative views and interacting with
putative readers. In academic contexts, stance is mostly realized through the linguistic
markers a writer adopted in expressing personal position-taking, such as by showing the
writer as standing with the value position through intensifying or concurring tokens (e.g.,
indeed, greatly, as we know), as standing against it through counter-expectancy markers
(e.g., but, however), as undecided by using modal expressions (e.g., may, could), or as
neutral by using reporting verbs (e.g., X says), among others. Through the appropriate
use and configuration of such resources, a writer is able to explicitly present her or his
viewpoint, critically evaluate opinions of others, claim solidarity with putative readers,
and ultimately construct a text that is considered persuasive [29].

To better inform students, we drew on the Engagement system as a typology of stance
resources [27,30]. Figure 1 presents an overview of the Engagement system with repre-
sentative stance markers. The framework firstly classifies utterances into monogloss and
heterogloss. Monoglossic or single-voiced utterance refers to the utterance when the writer
makes no overt reference to other viewpoints and barely asserts the proposition as a fact,
thus ignoring the dialogic possibilities (e.g., Different cultures have caused many conflicts.).
Heterogloss, or multi-voiced utterance, overtly incorporates other voices or acknowledges
potentially different viewpoints (e.g., Sociologists claim that different cultures have caused
many conflicts.). Within the heteroglossic scope, utterances can be further divided into
dialogic contraction and expansion according to the interpersonal functionality of available
resources. The difference between the two heteroglossic orientations lies in the degree to
which the engagement options are used to reduce the dialogic possibilities (contraction) or
are more open for dialogic positions and alternative voices (expansion).
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on assertive stance markers, and authorial voice detached from critical evaluation 
[3,13,15,16]. The difficulties in stance-taking that L2 students have confronted have be-
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vanced L2 students to become successful academic writers, especially in the social sciences 
disciplines that call for authorial establishment. 

Many scholars have speculated that students were lack of stance awareness in the 
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Figure 1. The Engagement system adapted from Martin and White (2005).

Dialogic contraction includes two categories: disclaim and proclaim. Typical linguistic
resources working to contract dialogic space include denials (e.g., not, never), adversative
or counter-expectancy markers (e.g., but, however, on the contrary), intensifying adverbs or
formulations (e.g., indeed, greatly, we must), and concurring formulations (e.g., obviously,
as we know), among others. Dialogic expansion consists of two categories: entertain and
attribute. The utterance of entertain opens up the dialogic space by indicating the authorial
position is one of a number of possible positions. The formulation of attribute disassociates
the proposition from the authorial voice by attributing it to external sources. Resources for
expanding dialogic spaces typically represented via modal expressions (e.g., may, could,
possible), appearance-based verbs (e.g., seem), mental or reporting verbs (e.g., I think,
X says/argues), and adverbial adjuncts (e.g., according to).

The dialogic perspective and the framework of Engagement have been adopted in a
plethora of empirical studies on stance features by virtue of their power in elucidating the
nuanced differences in dialogic negotiations in argumentation [9,24,31]. More importantly
for this study, their pedagogical potential has been recommended and preliminarily proved
in empirical investigations [6,19,23,32–34]. As Chang and Schleppegrell [19] argued, the En-
gagement system has the potential to serve as a powerful instructional tool in supporting
advanced academic writing. However, few intervention studies have been conducted that
were embarked from this perspective.

2.2. Explicit Instruction of Authorial Stance

Of the existing literature on stance, student writers, especially L2 student writers,
are often found to be less strategic in stance-taking for establishing persuasive argu-
mentation. For instance, texts of advanced L2 student writers often contain noticeable
stance features such as monoglossic, subjective without acknowledging alternative views,
over-relying on assertive stance markers, and authorial voice detached from critical evalua-
tion [3,13,15,16]. The difficulties in stance-taking that L2 students have confronted have
become a severe challenge to the detriment of their writing quality and future scholar-
ship [17–19]. This is an urgent problem to be solved, as there is an increasing demand
for advanced L2 students to become successful academic writers, especially in the social
sciences disciplines that call for authorial establishment.

Many scholars have speculated that students were lack of stance awareness in the
learning context, and thus recommend the inclusion of explicit instruction of stance
in the writing classroom to develop L2 writers’ stance-taking skills for better writing
outcomes [7,18–21,35,36].
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In the light of language learning theories, teaching that targets the mappings of linguis-
tic forms, functions, and contexts, ranges on an explicit–implicit continuum, for which the
determining variable is noticing [37,38]. According to Schmidt [38], noticing is consciously
paying attention to the target language system or mappings of form-function-context.
Norris and Ortega [39] summarized that explicit instructional treatment involves either
rule explanation or directions for learners to attend to target forms, while the instruction
with neither of them is considered implicit. The rule explanation in explicit instruction,
directly getting learners to notice the target forms, is often argued and proved in previous
literature as facilitative, or even necessary, for adult learners to acquire target language
features [40–43]. It is also frequently adopted in teaching of genre knowledge and is found
to be effective in raising students’ genre awareness for better academic writing [44–47].
Pessoa and her colleagues [42] further argued that explicit writing instruction can help
close the gap between novice and experienced academic writers, while experienced writers
also gain from this way of teaching.

Given the calls for explicit stance instruction, several intervention studies have been
conducted recently that present positive effects on various aspects of stance deployment.
For instance, Chang and Schleppegrell [19] conducted explicit instruction of stance with
seven Mandarin-speaking doctoral students by using a web-based stance corpus, Autho-
rial stance database (http://web.ntnu.edu.tw/~peichinchang/ (accessed on 28 August
2018)), designed based on Swales’ [48] rhetorical moves and the Engagement system [30].
After three treatment sessions, learners showed improvement in the accuracy of stance
deployment and became more purposeful in deploying stance to fulfil rhetorical purposes,
suggesting increased awareness of stance. However, they still performed less satisfying in
terms of expansive stances and overall patterns, which suggested that these aspects need
more pedagogical attention and may take time to develop. Chang and Schleppegrell further
argued that the ability to produce an effective rhetorical move structure might scaffold
learners’ stance-taking practices. Crosthwaite and Jiang [7] evaluated the longitudinal
development of stance features in L2 essay and report writing from an EAP course at a
Hong Kong university. Three weeks of explicit stance instruction were conducted based
on Hyland’s [2] model of interactional metadiscourse (i.e., hedges, boosters, self-mention,
and attitude markers), in which students were presented with annotated examples of stance
features in essay and report exemplars, with emphasis on the importance of these features
to successful academic writing. Results showed significant long-term variation in student
writing with a rise in the use of hedges and an overall reduction in the use of boosters and
self-mention, indicating that students were more careful, less polarizing, and less personal
when conveying stance over time, which earned higher grades from teachers. Fordyce [37]
further compared explicit stance instruction with implicit instruction in terms of the im-
mediate and long-term effects with EFL learners at the university level. The four-session
interventions were constructed based on authentic texts with rich resources of epistemic
stance. Results indicated that explicit intervention was considerably more effective than
the implicit one in both the immediate and long-term for the use of most of the targeted
stance forms and stance variety. Fordyce [37] also advocated to cover multiple levels of
language use in context when instructing learners on authorial stance, as authorial stance
can be framed in the functional area of language and serves a rhetorical or communicative
purpose in the context.

Although limited in number, these intervention studies suggest that explicit teaching
of stance facilitates student writers’ awareness and improves the variety and frequency
of targeted stance resources. These empirical studies also provide empirical evidence
for the pedagogical potential of the Engagement system in the teaching of stance for L2
academic writers. Additionally, there is a tendency to incorporate genre knowledge into
the teaching of stance for academic writing, as Charles [49] advocated that an approach
which makes a connection between rhetorical purposes and specific lexico-grammatical
choices may be beneficial for students’ learning of writing. Furthermore, these studies have

http://web.ntnu.edu.tw/~peichinchang/
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drawn on authentic writing materials in the target genre to provide guidance and practice
opportunities for student writers, which is insightful for the current course design.

However, previous intervention studies reported changes only within the treatment
group and did not involve a comparison group, which may call into question of the
effectiveness of explicit instruction. It is actually beneficial to compare the effects of explicit
stance instruction with curriculum-based instruction to investigate the role and time
allocation of teaching stance, as the EAP programs may also generate positive effects on
stance-taking [7]. Moreover, examination of the teaching effects on both academic writing
quality and stance deployment could engender insights on the role of stance intervention in
teaching writing, which had rarely come into sight in previous studies. Informed by these
gaps, we conducted a quasi-experimental research investigating into the effects of explicit
stance instruction, framed within the Engagement system, on students’ academic writing
quality and stance deployment in an EFL context at the tertiary level. Three research
questions are addressed as follows:

(1) Did explicit stance instruction have any impact on students’ overall writing quality?
(2) Did explicit stance instruction have any impact on students’ overall stance performance?
(3) Did explicit stance instruction have any impact on students’ deployment of stance features?

3. Methods
3.1. Participants

A total of 46 English-major undergraduates in Year 3 from two intact classes were
recruited from a medium-ranking university in China through a convenience sampling
strategy. They were randomly assigned into two conditions: a treatment group and a
comparison group. The treatment group involved 24 students, in which 87.5% were
female (n = 21) and 12.5% were male (n = 3). The average age was 20.79 (SD = 0.977).
The comparison group included 22 students, in which 72.7% were female (n = 16) and
27.3% were male (n = 6). The average age was 20.86 (SD = 0.774). At the time of data
collection, all the students were enrolled in a required course on EAP writing focusing on
forming academic argumentation.

3.2. Writing Intervention

The writing intervention in this study was designed mainly based on the Engagement
system [30], with modification in consideration of better communicating with participants.
Table 1 presents an overview of the writing intervention conducted in the treatment
group, including time, instruction content and materials used. In the treatment group,
the intervention was provided once a week for a 45 min session and lasted for eight weeks.
The interventional content could be divided into two parts. Firstly, students were provided
with the knowledge about the genre of academic introduction, drawing on Swales’ [48]
model of rhetorical moves, create a Research Space (hereafter CARS) (i.e., establishing
a territory, establishing a niche and presenting the present work). As previous studies
indicated [19,49,50], students should be encouraged to understand the connection between
rhetorical purposes and linguistic features. After recognizing the rhetorical purposes,
students were provided with stance instruction operationalized according to Norris and
Ortega’s [39] description of explicit instruction. The explicit rule explanation was designed
based on the Engagement system to directly raise learners’ consciousness of target stance
features and dialogical functions.
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Table 1. Explicit stance instruction for the treatment group.

Time Instructional Content Materials

Week 1 How to introduce your own research? Three
rhetorical moves in introduction

Academic writing for
graduate students [51]

Week 2
Key concepts in academic writing:

(1) Dialogic nature of writing
(2) Authorial stance

Texts from Authorial Stance
Database

Week 3
Stance types:

Non-argumentative and Argumentative
(Monogloss and heterogloss)

Week 4 Stance types:
High-argumentative (Dialogic contraction)

Week 5 Stance types:
Low-argumentative (Dialogic expansion)

Week 6 Review of stance types

Week 7 Stance in experts’ writing

Week 8 How to improve your argumentation?
Reflection on pre-test writing

Inspired by Chang and Schleppegrell’s [19] writing intervention, the technical terms
in the Engagement system were simplified and substituted by a set of graduated terms to
better support students’ learning. Multi-level text materials were used in the instruction
and practices, which are authentic introductions from published journal articles selected
from Chang and Schleppegrell’s [19] database, Authorial stance database. The specific
instructional activities used in the treatment group included:

• metalinguistic instruction on the use of stance and its dialogic effects;
• reading tasks to draw attention to stance use at multiple levels in the texts;
• tasks on identifying different stance types;
• peer-evaluation of stance deployment in pre-test writing.

The genre instruction was also provided in the comparison group at the same period
of time with the aim of ruling out the genre factor that might affect students’ writing per-
formance and assuring that the possible effects of intervention were due to explicit stance
instruction. During the intervention period, the comparison group received curriculum-
based writing instruction which focused on building successful academic writing.

Teacher Training

The two groups were instructed by the same teacher who was voluntarily recruited
from the qualified instructors that were responsible for teaching the writing course during
the research period. The teacher was invited to attend three training sessions prior to
the period of writing intervention (2 h per session), which introduced the instructional
content and the focus of the pre-planned classroom activities. After each training ses-
sion, the teacher engaged in critical reflection on the instructional content and had the
opportunity to propose questions and practical constraints they might be concerned about.
We worked together to reach possible solutions, clarifications, or modifications of in-
structional content and process, if necessary. The teacher was informed that classroom
observations might be conducted in both groups during the period of writing intervention,
to ensure teaching fidelity and that he did not implement the training package in the
comparison group.

3.3. Pre-and Post-Writing

The introductory sections of theses were used to investigate students’ stance de-
ployment and writing performance. Sawaki [14] argued that the introductory section is
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featured with the author’s evaluative voices with “careful construction of intertextual link”
to establish the research space (p. 83). Milagros del Saz Rubio [52] also emphasized that
introductions pose a challenge for non-native writers as they prepare the research ground
by referring to previous studies and project themselves for the first time in this section.
At the tertiary level in China, English majors are required to write a 5000-word final thesis
in English with a structure of a research article, that is, to include sections of Introduction,
Literature Review, Methods, Results, and Discussion (IMRD). Students are expected to
propose research questions, have scientific reasoning and methods based on the literature
review, and display data analysis and interpretation.

In this study, students from the two groups were invited to complete after-class
writing assignments prior to and after the writing intervention. They were required
to write a 300-word introduction section for their thesis in the near future. Students
were entitled to choose their own topics according to their academic interests within the
scope required by official curriculum. The written texts were collected one week later
with their consent. The post-test writing was a revised version of students’ own pre-test
writing with no change in topic. Due to the after-class nature of the assignments, all the
collected written texts firstly went through a procedure of plagiarism checking by using
Turnitin (http://www.turnitin.com/ accessed on 28 August 2018), which is a widely used
online plagiarism prevention and detection system [53,54]. No text was removed due to
plagiarism as the similarity indices, excluding quotes, ranged from 0% to 25%, which was
acceptable according to the requirements for thesis in the university where the current
study was conducted. The topics of written texts fell into five categories: English literary
studies, linguistics, English–Chinese translation, comparison of Chinese and western
culture, and English language teaching. Table 2 presents a summary of the written texts
collected prior to and after the writing intervention, including the total number and average
length of written texts, and the number of texts for each topic category.

Table 2. Information of students’ written texts in pre- and post-tests.

Group Number of
Texts

Mean Length
of Texts (SD)

Topics (n %)

Literature Linguistics Translation Culture Teaching

Treatment 24

Pre: 341.13
(62.64) 10

(37.5%)
0

(0%)
3

(12.5%)
9

(33.33%)
2

(8.33%)Post: 325.42
(58.70)

Comparison 22

Pre: 322.68
(71.81) 8

(36.36%)
3

(13.64%)
5

(22.73%)
5

(22.73%)
1

(4.55%)Post: 327.64
(57.96)

Each text was evaluated in terms of overall quality, overall stance performance,
and stance deployment. Firstly, the overall quality of each text was evaluated by us-
ing the analytic scoring rubric, the ESL composition profile [55]. The analytic scoring
rubric measures five aspects of writing performance: content (30%, 13–30), organization
(20%, 7–20), vocabulary (20%, 7–20), language use (25%, 5–25), and mechanics (5%, 2–5).
Each aspect has four scoring levels with indicators and corresponding scores for each level.
Two raters participated in the scoring of texts. Rater one held a PhD degree in English
teaching and the first author was the second rater. Both raters held master’s degrees in ap-
plied linguistics and had experience in English teaching. A training session was conducted
before independent scoring. To avoid potential rating bias, a third person other than the
two raters rearranged the writing texts before scoring, with the participants’ identification
codes and grouping information temporarily removed. The inter-rater reliability was
r = 0.88, p < 0.001, and the intra-rater coefficients for the two raters were r = 0.89 and

http://www.turnitin.com/
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0.87, respectively, p < 0.001, indicating satisfactory reliability. The averaged overall scores
marked by the two raters were used for statistical analysis.

Secondly, the overall stance performance was assessed by using a stance rating scale
adapted from Chang [29] for evaluating students’ research introductions. In the application
of the rating scale, each text was first divided into three moves according to Swales’ [48]
CARS model of rhetorical moves. For each move (hereafter M1, M2, and M3), holistic scores
were granted from 1 to 10 according to the indicators of stance features. See Appendix A
for the stance rating scale. After a training session and discussion of discrepant instances,
the two raters marked the written texts independently. The inter-rater reliabilities for stance
scores of the three moves were r = 0.89, 0.96, and 0.93, respectively, p < 0.001. One month
later, the two raters re-evaluated 27 pieces of written texts (30% of the total number).
The intra-rater coefficients for the two raters were r = 0.91 and 0.92, respectively, p < 0.001.
Inter-rater and intra-rater reliabilities were satisfactory. The final score for each move was
the average of the scores given by the two raters. The overall stance score for each text was
the sum of the corresponding stance scores of the three moves.

After the scoring procedure, two measures of stance deployment in each text were
analyzed and calculated, including the frequencies of various stance types and diversity,
that is, the number of different stance types applied. Each text was firstly coded according
to an operationalized scheme adapted from the Engagement framework (see Appendix B),
with the assistance of the software, Nvivo 12. We took each sentence as the unit of
analysis and labeled it with the corresponding stance type according to the main clauses if
different stance resources were applied in one sentence. Subordinate clauses were not coded
separately in this study as they served as complements to the proposition mainly stated by
the main clause [9,16,19]. To ensure the credibility and reliability of the coding procedure,
Rater One was trained and invited to code 20 pieces of writing texts. The inter-coder
agreement was 86.7%. We randomly re-coded 30 texts two months later to avoid potential
subjectivity. The intra-coder agreement was 89.3%. Both reliabilities were acceptable.
Based on the coding results, two measures of stance deployment, frequency and diversity,
were then calculated. The frequency of each stance type was counted and transformed into
standardized frequencies per 100 sentences. The total frequencies for dialogic contraction,
dialogic expansion, and heterogloss were the sums of the frequencies of stance subtypes
they composed.

3.4. Procedures

Prior to the writing intervention, all the student participants in both groups were
provided with a workshop on pre-test writing in which they were informed of the re-
quirements for thesis topic selection and writing introduction. Their topics were checked
before they started to write. All the participants were asked then to complete a 300-word
pre-test writing assignment and submit it electronically within one week. Participants were
informed of the purpose of the study and their rights to withdraw at any time during the
data collection period. Each participant was given an identification code for the purpose
of anonymity and confidentiality. They were asked to use this code to label the text file
they submitted.

During the intervention, participants in the treatment group received the 8-week
writing intervention, while students in the comparison group received regular academic
writing instruction based on the university curriculum. At the end of the writing interven-
tion, students in both groups were asked to revise their own pre-test writing based on what
they had learned and submit their updated version of introductions electronically within
one week. In order to ensure participants in the comparison group were not disadvantaged,
the teacher provided the same explicit stance instruction to the comparison group after the
data collection procedure, and all resources used in the intervention were made available
to the students.
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3.5. Data Analysis

Data collected from written texts were screened and cleaned. Missing values, outliers,
and assumption of normality were examined before the data were subjected to statis-
tical tests. All the scores, except for the M2 stance scores, were normally distributed.
In terms of stance frequencies, the general categories of total contraction, total expansion,
heterogloss, and monogloss, along with two stance subtypes (disclaim: counter and en-
tertain), had normal distribution. The frequencies of the rest of stance subtypes, however,
were non-normally distributed. Stance diversity was found normally distributed.

Independent samples t-tests were used to investigate the between-group differences
prior to and after the writing intervention for normally distributed variables. Paired
samples t-tests were applied to explore the differences within each group at different times.
Cohen’s d was used to measure the effect size of the significant difference (small = 0.2;
medium = 0.5; large = 0.8) [56,57]. Mann–Whitney U tests and Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests were used as non-parametric alternatives to independent and paired-samples t-tests
for the analysis of non-normal variables. The effect size estimate, r, was reported for
Mann–Whitney U tests and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (small = 0.10; medium = 0.30;
large = 0.50) [58].

4. Results
4.1. Comparison of Baseline Conditions of the Two Groups in the Pre-Test
4.1.1. Overall Writing Scores and Stance Scores

Table 3 reports the descriptive statistics of overall writing scores and stance scores,
and results of independent samples t-tests. Results showed that there was no significant
difference between the treatment group and the comparison group in terms of the overall
writing scores, the overall stance scores, M1 and M3 stance scores, in the pre-test. Mann–
Whitney U test was conducted for M2 stance scores which was non-normally distributed,
and found no significant difference between the two groups, U = 241.50, z = 0.687, p = 0.492.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics and independent samples t-tests of writing scores between two groups
in the pre-tests.

Group N M SD t p

Overall
writing scores

Treatment 24 68.65 8.17
1.346 0.185

Comparison 22 65.37 8.36

Overall
stance scores

Treatment 24 11.46 4.89
1.108 0.274

Comparison 22 10.09 3.41

M1 stance 1
Treatment 24 4.85 1.99

1.846 0.073
Comparison 22 4.00 1.05

M2 stance
Treatment 24 1.69 1.76

Comparison 22 1.14 0.35

M3 stance
Treatment 24 4.92 2.90

−0.047 0.963
Comparison 22 4.95 2.53

1 M1 stance = Move 1 stance score.

4.1.2. Stance Deployment

Table 4 reports the descriptive statistics of variables of stance deployment that were
in normal distribution, as well as corresponding results of independent samples t-tests.
These variables include stance diversity, the frequencies of the general stance categories
(i.e., total contraction, total expansion, monogloss, and heterogloss, and the frequencies
of two stance subtypes (disclaim: counter and entertain). No significant difference was
detected between the two groups in the pre-test.
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics and independent samples t-tests of stance deployment between two
groups in the pre-test.

Group N M SD t p

Stance diversity
Treatment 24 5.33 1.24

1.465 0.150
Comparison 22 4.86 0.89

Monogloss
Treatment 24 54.21 14.75

−1.858 0.070
Comparison 22 61.83 12.90

Heterogloss
Treatment 24 45.79 14.75

1.858 0.070
Comparison 22 38.17 12.90

Total contraction
Treatment 24 31.51 11.81

1.251 0.218
Comparison 22 27.29 11.00

Total expansion
Treatment 24 14.28 9.80

1.276 0.209
Comparison 22 10.88 8.11

DCo 1
Treatment 24 14.39 8.46

1.247 0.219
Comparison 22 11.51 7.06

E
Treatment 24 9.93 7.79

0.873 0.387
Comparison 22 8.09 6.39

1 DCo = disclaim: counter; E = entertain. Frequency of each type is standardized as frequency per 100 sentences.

Mann–Whitney U tests were conducted for the frequencies of stance subtypes in
non-normal distribution. Results revealed that there was also no significant difference
between the two groups. Table 5 provides the descriptive statistics of non-normal variables
and results of Mann–Whitney U tests.

Table 5. Descriptive statistics and Mann–Whitney U tests of stance deployment between two groups
in the pre-test.

Group N M SD z p

DD 1
Treatment 24 3.49 4.50

1.227 0.220
Comparison 22 1.90 2.99

PC
Treatment 24 1.11 2.25

0.588 0.557
Comparison 22 1.97 3.76

PP
Treatment 24 9.73 7.24

0.386 0.700
Comparison 22 9.76 8.34

PE
Treatment 24 2.80 3.64

0.635 0.525
Comparison 22 2.15 3.46

A
Treatment 24 4.35 5.11

1.023 0.306
Comparison 22 2.79 4.18

1 DD = disclaim: denial; PC = proclaim: concur; PP = proclaim: pronounce; PE = proclaim: endorse; A = attribute.
Frequency of each type is standardized as frequency per 100 sentences.

Taken together, the statistical results revealed that the two groups were comparable
prior to the writing intervention in terms of overall writing quality and stance deployment
including stance scores, stance diversity, and frequencies of stance types.
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4.2. Effects of Writing Instruction
4.2.1. Changes in Overall Writing Scores and Stance Scores Within and Between Groups

A series of paired-samples t-tests were applied to compare the overall writing scores,
the overall stance scores, M1 and M3 stance scores in the pre- and post-tests within each
group. Results in Table 6 showed that both groups had significant improvement in terms of
the overall writing scores, the overall stance scores, and M1 stance scores after the writing
instruction they received, respectively. The effects of the gains were strong in the treatment
group (Cohen’s d = 1.177, 1.313, and 0.846), while the effects were around the medium level
in the comparison group (Cohen’s d = 0.681, 0.497, and 0.534). Students in the treatment
group also had a significant improvement in M3 stance scores with a small effect size
(Cohen’s d = 0.423). No significant change was detected for the comparison group in terms
of M3 stance scores.

Table 6. Descriptive statistics and results of paired samples t-tests of writing scores within the groups.

Group Writing Scores
Pre-Test Post-Test

t p Cohen’s d
M SD M SD

Treatment Group
(n = 24)

Overall writing scores 68.65 8.17 76.83 5.93 5.765 <0.001 1.177

Overall stance scores 11.46 4.89 18.88 4.82 6.430 <0.001 1.313

M1 stance 4.85 1.97 6.85 2.03 4.145 <0.001 0.846

M2 stance 1.69 1.76 6.29 2.60

M3 stance 4.92 2.90 5.73 1.89 2.072 0.050 0.423

Comparison
Group
(n = 22)

Overall writing score 65.36 8.36 68.16 7.76 3.192 0.004 0.681

Overall stance score 10.09 3.41 12.02 4.51 2.332 0.030 0.497

M1 stance 4.00 1.05 4.68 1.71 2.503 0.021 0.534

M2 stance 1.14 .35 2.48 2.59

M3 stance 4.95 2.53 4.86 1.98 −0.238 0.814

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were conducted for the comparisons of M2 stance scores
within each group. Results revealed significant improvement of scores in the post-test than
the pre-test for both the treatment group (z = 4.028, p < 0.001, r = 0.822) with a large effect
size and the comparison group (z = 2.012, p = 0.044, r = 0.429) with a medium effect size.

Results of independent samples t-tests revealed significant differences in the post-test
between the two groups with regard to the overall writing scores (t (44) = 4.282, p < 0.001,
Cohen’s d = 1.118), the overall stance scores (t (44) = 4.967, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.520),
and M1 stance scores (t (44) = 3.909, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.272). This indicated that the
treatment group outperformed the comparison group in the post-test with a large effect
size on these three aspects. However, the two groups did not statistically differ in M3
stance scores, t (44) = 1.516, p = 0.137, Cohen’s d = 0.438. Results of Mann–Whitney U
tests further showed that students in the treatment group achieved significantly higher
M2 stance scores (M = 6.29, SD = 2.60) than students in the comparison group (M = 2.48,
SD = 2.59), U = 96.00, z = 3.792, p < 0.001, r = 0.559, with a large effect size.

4.2.2. Changes in Stance Deployment Within and Between Groups

A series of paired-samples t-tests were applied to compare, within each group, the nor-
mally distributed variables of stance deployment, including stance diversity, frequencies of
the general stance categories (i.e., total contraction, total expansion, monogloss, and het-
erogloss) and the frequency of disclaim: counter and of entertain. Table 7 presents the
descriptive statistics and results of paired-samples t-tests. It can be noted that the treatment
group had significant changes in terms of the frequency of total expansion (t (21) = 3.341,
p = 0.003, Cohen’s d = 0.682), heterogloss (t (21) = 3.050, p = 0.006, Cohen’s d = 0.623),
and monogloss (t (21) = -3.050, p = 0.006, Cohen’s d = 0.623) with a medium effect size
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after the writing intervention, while changes in other types were not significant. How-
ever, no significant changes were detected for these variables in the comparison group in
the post-test.

Table 7. Descriptive statistics and paired samples t-tests of stance deployment within group.

Group Variables
Pre-Test Post-Test

t p Cohen’s d
M SD M SD

Treatment Group
(n = 24)

Stance diversity 5.33 1.24 5.50 1.10 0.624 0.539

DCo 1 14.39 8.46 12.49 7.65 −0.969 0.342

E 9.93 7.79 13.58 9.93 1.641 0.114

Total contraction 31.51 11.81 31.15 15.40 −0.139 0.891

Total expansion 14.28 9.80 23.82 13.49 3.341 0.003 0.682

Monogloss 54.21 14.75 45.02 19.07 3.050 0.006 0.623

Heterogloss 45.79 14.75 54.98 19.07 −3.050 0.006 0.623

Comparison
Group
(n = 22)

Stance diversity 4.86 .89 5.14 1.21 −1.188 0.248

DCo 11.51 7.06 11.28 6.92 0.172 0.865

E 8.09 6.39 5.88 5.22 1.903 0.071

Total contraction 27.29 11.00 29.36 12.03 −1.366 0.186

Total expansion 10.88 8.11 10.65 7.94 0.118 0.907

Monogloss 61.83 12.90 59.99 16.63 0.976 0.340

Heterogloss 38.17 12.90 40.01 16.63 −0.976 0.340
1 DCo = disclaim: counter; E = entertain. Frequency of each type is standardized as frequencies per 100 sentences. This table only shows
the variables in normal distribution.

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were conducted for variables in non-normal distribution,
including the frequency of disclaim: deny, proclaim: concur, proclaim: pronounce, pro-
claim: endorse, and attribute. Results in Table 8 revealed that after the writing intervention,
the treatment group had significant changes in the frequency of proclaim: pronounce
(z = −2.294, p = 0.022, r = 0.468), proclaim: endorse (z =−2.411, p = 0.016, r = 0.492), and at-
tribute (z = −3.070, p = 0.002, r = 0.627). The change in attribute was a large effect size and
those for the other two types were in a medium level of effect size. No significant changes
were found in the comparison group in the post-test.

A series of independent-samples t-tests were applied to compare the normally dis-
tributed variables of stance deployment in the post-test between the two groups, including
stance diversity, the frequencies of the general stance categories (i.e., total contraction,
total expansion, monogloss, and heterogloss), and the frequency of disclaim: counter
and entertain. Results revealed that the frequency of entertain in treatment group was
significantly higher than the comparison group, t (44) = 3.330, p = 0.002, Cohen’s d = 1.476.
Students in the treatment group used more total expansion (t (44) = 4.075, p < 0.001, Cohen’s
d = 1.660) and heterogloss (t (44) = 2.826, p = 0.007, Cohen’s d = 0.900) than students in the
comparison group; at the same time, they applied fewer monogloss than their counterparts
in the comparison group, t (44) = −2.826, p = 0.007, Cohen’s d = 0.900. No significant
difference was detected between the two groups in terms of stance diversity (t (44) = 1.068,
p = 0.292) and the frequency of disclaim: counter (t (44) = 0.560, p = 0.578), and total
contraction (t (44) = 0.438, p = 0.664).

Mann–Whitney U tests were performed to compare the frequencies of stance types
that were in non-normal distribution between the two groups in the post-test, including
disclaim: deny, proclaim: concur, proclaim: pronounce, proclaim: endorse and attribute.
Results showed that the frequency of proclaim: pronounce in the treatment group was
significantly lower than the comparison group, U = 152.50, z = 2.470, p = 0.014, r = 0.364,
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with a medium effect size. The frequency of attribute in the treatment group was sig-
nificantly higher than the comparison group, U = 161.00, z = 2.325, p = 0.020, r = 0.343.
While non-significant results were obtained in the comparisons of the frequency of disclaim:
deny (U = 236.5, z = 0.699, p = 0.485), proclaim: concur (U = 252.00, z = 0.310, p = 0.756),
and proclaim: endorse (U = 210.50, z = 1.258, p = 0.208). Figures 2 and 3 provide a visual
summary of the comparisons of means of variables for stance deployment between the two
groups in the post-test.

Table 8. Descriptive statistics and results of Wilcoxon signed-rank tests of stance deployment within the groups.

Group Variables
Pre-Test Post-Test

z p r
M SD M SD

Treatment Group (n = 24)

DD 1 3.49 4.50 4.07 6.25 0.659 0.510

PC 1.11 2.25 2.48 3.68 1.491 0.136

PP 9.73 7.24 6.77 7.91 2.294 0.022 0.468

PE 2.80 3.64 5.36 6.14 2.411 0.016 0.492

A 4.35 5.11 10.25 10.05 3.070 0.002 0.627

Comparison Group (n = 22)

DD 1.90 2.99 1.89 2.88 0.059 0.953

PC 1.97 3.76 2.25 3.74 0.169 0.866

PP 9.76 8.34 11.15 6.38 0.893 0.372

PE 2.15 3.46 2.78 3.31 0.296 0.767

A 2.79 4.18 4.77 7.18 0.770 0.441
1 DD = disclaim: denial; PC = proclaim: concur; PP = proclaim: pronounce; PE = proclaim: endorse; A = attribute. Frequency of each type
is standardized as frequency per 100 sentences. This table shows results of variables in non-normal distribution.
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Figure 2. Comparisons of stance diversity and frequencies of general stance categories between groups in the post-test.
*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01. Frequency of each type is standardized as frequency per 100 sentences.
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5. Discussion

We examined the effects of explicit stance instruction and detected some positive
results in terms of EFL students’ stance deployment and academic writing quality. As a
whole, students from the treatment group outperformed the comparison group in writing
quality and stance performance after the writing intervention. They also showed changes
in the deployment of various stance types in their writing.

5.1. Effects on Overall Writing Quality and Stance Performance

Regarding RQs 1 and 2, while the writing instruction in both groups provided some
positive effects on students’ writing quality and stance performance, the treatment group
significantly outperformed the comparison group in terms of the overall writing scores,
the overall stance scores, M1 and M2 stance scores in the post-test. This suggests that the
writing intervention provided for the treatment group supported students to become better
stance-takers who could achieve better academic writing outcomes, than the comparison
group, who did not receive explicit stance instruction. From our finding, the writing inter-
vention, with explicit rule explanation and exploration of authentic materials, aided stu-
dents in effectively deploying stance features to fulfil rhetorical purposes of the academic
genre and presenting convincing arguments for better writing quality. This finding aligns
with previous studies that have shown that explicit instruction is effective for students’
learning of stance in writing [19,37].

It could also be noted that the M1 and M2 stance scores of the students in the compari-
son group also increased with a medium effect size. As the comparison group was also
provided with the genre knowledge of introduction section, the gains in stance scores might
be attributed to students’ acquisition of the required rhetorical steps in introduction, rather
than of improved stance deployment. This could be corroborated by the small magnitude
of increase in stance scores, as well as the results of deployment of stance resources below.

5.2. Effects on Stance Deployment

Regarding RQ3 of the effects on stance deployment, no significant difference was
found in students’ stance diversity between the two groups in the post-test. This may be
due to that as students had already applied multiple stance types in the pre-test (mean
values of stance diversity in two groups were 5.33 and 4.86, respectively), during the
writing intervention they might have put more effort into assessing and modifying the
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application of various stance types in their own writing. Their writing, therefore, may have
exhibited changes in stance frequencies and nuanced configuration, rather than diversity.
This echoes Crosthwaite and Jiang’s [7] argument that students were capable of using a
wide variety of stance devices, and the impact of instruction is to help them gain control
over the academic discourse “via the use of a more careful, narrower, less polarizing,
and less personal range of expressions” to convey their opinions (p. 102).

In terms of stance frequencies, student writers in the treatment group used significantly
more heteroglossic and fewer monoglossic utterances than students in the comparison
groups in the post-test. The heteroglossic growth largely came from students’ increased use
of expansive stances, as indicated by evidence of increased frequency of total expansion
in students’ writing. This indicates that students were able to produce an increased
number of dialogically diverse propositions, especially in a dialogically expansive manner.
The improvement is meaningful as the underuse of expansive stances was frequently
found as a salient drawback in L2 and novice students’ use of stance in writing [9,15].
The finding resonates with Crosthwaite and Jiang’s [7] results that students had increased
use of hedges after explicit instruction of stance. This suggests that the explicit stance
instruction appeared to enhance students’ understanding of the function of dialogically
expansive stances and assist them in developing the competence of making tentative claims
to show mitigation and establish reader solidarity.

With regard to stance subtypes, results firstly showed that students in the treatment
group applied significantly more instances of entertain than students in the comparison
group in the post-test. Formulations of entertain indicate that the author’s position is one
of a number of possibilities, which are typically represented by modal expressions (e.g.,
may, might) or appearance-based verbs (e.g., seem) [9]. This finding indicates that, for the
treatment group, their writing encompassed more modal or circumstantial expressions to
provide dialogic space for alternatives. After the intervention, it seems that the students
possessed increased awareness of the importance of providing space for dialogic possi-
bilities, through noticing the use of modality in the learning materials or from teacher’s
explicit explanations.

The frequency of attribute, another type of dialogic expansion, was also found to be
statistically higher in the writing from the treatment group than the comparison group in
the post-test. According to Martin and White [30], formulations of attribution disassociate
the proposition from the authorial voice by attributing it to external sources. Moreover,
the frequency of another type of stance concerning external sources, proclaim: endorse,
also significantly increased within the treatment group in the post-test. These findings
altogether suggest that students were more aware of the necessity to include external voices
and increasingly construe sourced propositions to support argumentation. It could also
be noticed that the frequency of attribute (M = 10.25) almost doubled that of proclaim:
endorse (M = 5.36) in the post-test writing from the treatment group. Martin and White [30]
explained that endorsed formulations construe the sourced propositions by the internal
authorial voice as “maximally warrantable” (p. 126). This finding thus suggests that
when dealing with external sources, students were more willing to keep distance from
the attributed material than to take authorial responsibility for the endorsed proposition.
Although students put more endeavor to invite external sources after the writing inter-
vention, they were cautious about taking authorial responsibility and preferred to stay
authorially detached. This finding aligns with Lee and Deakin’s [3] finding that Chinese
ESL students resisted taking a strong writer identity and preferred to maintain a detached
writing style. It also corroborates Lee et al.’s [59] finding that, in L2 undergraduates’ cita-
tion practices, students primarily used source texts for an attribution function and tended
to adopt a non-committal stance that acknowledges or distances themselves from cited
sources. This could be due to students’ lack of confidence in the validity of source materials,
or their self-perceived peripheral status in the academic discipline, or their traditional
Chinese values of collectivism [22]. Thus, explicit stance instruction alone might pose
limited impact on the way students include external sources.
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Results also indicated that after the writing intervention, students from the treatment
group exhibited a significant drop in the application of proclaim: pronounce; the frequency
was found to be lower, statistically significantly, than the comparison group in the post-
test. Martin and White [30] pointed out that formulations of proclaim: pronounce involve
explicit authorial interpolations to assert upon the credibility of the proposition with a more
subjective voice, which may pose a threat to reader solidarity. This finding thus indicates
that student writers in the treatment group deployed fewer subjective voices when assert
the validity of propositions, which may contribute to better alignment with the reader
and enhance writing quality. This is consistent in a way with Crosthwaite and Jiang’s [7]
finding that students showed an overall reduction in the use of self-mention after explicit
stance instruction, indicating that they were less personal when stamping their authority
on the construed claims. We thus posit that explicit stance instruction fostered students
with a better understanding of the dialogic effects of various stance types, helped them
develop the necessary competence and repertoire for more appropriate academic writing.

6. Conclusions and Implications

This quasi-experimental intervention study was conducted to examine the effects of ex-
plicit stance instruction on EFL students’ stance deployment and academic writing quality.
The successful application of the Engagement system in the writing intervention provides
practical evidence for its applicability as a pedagogical affordance. As a number of scholars
have advocated, there is a concerted need for explicit instruction in authorial stance in
writing classroom [2,7,13,18,19]. Our study provides further empirical support for the effec-
tiveness of explicit instruction to enhance student writers’ understanding and deployment
of stance, as well as boost their overall academic writing quality. After the intervention
completed, students exhibited progress in an array of the commonly found challenges
concerning stance-taking, such as single-voiced, subjective, and underuse of expansive
stances. However, it was also found that the intervention had limited influence on students’
regulation of external voices, which means additional teaching affordance is needed to
scaffold students in this aspect, such as through increased input of source materials. At the
level of course design, our findings suggest that incorporating Engagement-based explicit
stance instruction into academic writing classrooms could facilitate students’ develop-
ment of stance-taking skills, which will sustainably benefit their academic writing and
future scholarship.

Informed by the current research findings, several pedagogical practices could be
recommended. Firstly, the current findings suggest that teachers should pay more attention
to elucidating the dialogic and interactive nature of writing. Instruction on the dialogic
functions of various stance resources could be useful in raising students’ awareness of why
and how to use stance features strategically to improve academic writing quality. Authentic
texts could be a valuable assist for students to make sense of individual stance meaning
within context and to notice the flow of stance features in discourse. Secondly, we would
recommend that stance instruction complemented by genre knowledge may be fruitful in
raising students’ awareness of achieving rhetorical purposes and communicative functions
through appropriate deployment of stance resources. In addition, it is also important
for teachers to provide consistent feedback on the appropriateness of students’ stance
endeavors, to make stance features more visible for them as they attempt to take stances in
their own writing [60]. As Lee and Deakin [3] pointed out, this may help students “mark
their stance more mindfully and engage with readers more meaningfully” in their own
writing (p. 32).

There are some limitations of the current study. One is that we only recruited third-
year English majors from one medium-ranking university in China. Future studies could
be conducted to examine the effectiveness of intervention with participants at different
proficiency levels or in different contexts. Another limitation is that, due to practical
considerations, the current research used after-class assignments for collecting written
texts and allowed students to decide their own topic. Thus, the writing scores may not
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reliably represent students’ academic writing competence, as it may be influenced by
time allocation or topic differences. Future studies thus could investigate stance-taking
performance in timed academic writing tasks in class. Additionally, although positive
results were obtained, the current research examined only the short-term effectiveness
of explicit stance instruction by using pre- and post-tests, and the sample size of each
group was relatively small. Further intervention studies could be conducted to examine
the long-term effects of instruction with more participants to observe the maintenance
of the stance gains by including delayed post-tests, to provide richer data on, and more
insights into, the effects of explicit stance instruction on fostering students’ stance-taking
skills for the sustainable goal of developing their academic writing ability.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Stance Rating Scale.

Score Level Criteria

Move 1

10–8 Mixture of monogloss and heterogloss to give background; Use endorse or attribute to establish
research field; Use entertain to suggest possibility; Use counter.

7–4 More monogloss than heterogloss to give background; Use counter; Limited endorse or attribute;
Limited entertain; Or obscure establishment of research field.

3–1 Monogloss dominant; Less or no heterogloss; Fact-reporting or narrative-like; No endorse or attribute;
No entertain; Or Move 1 absent.

Move 2

10–8 Clear indication of research gaps; Heterogloss more than monogloss; Use counter or deny; Less or no
pronounce; Use endorse or attribute.

7–4 Obscure indication of research gaps; Limited heterogloss; Use pronounce; Less or no counter or deny.

3–1 Monogloss dominant; Use pronounce; Or Move 2 absent.

Move 3

10–8 Monogloss dominant; Clear description of the research goal or structure.

7–4 Dense or obscure description of the research goal or structure; Use pronounce; Monogloss more
than heterogloss.

3–1 Move 3 under-developed or absent.
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Appendix B

Table A2. Stance Coding Scheme.

Stance Types Type Description
Examples of
Linguistic
Markers

Monogloss Make no reference to other
voices; state facts or actions

Heterogloss

disclaim: deny (DD) directly reject, negate not, never, few, lack of

D
ia

lo
gi

c
co

nt
ra

ct
io

n disclaim: counter
(DCo) counter expectation, replace but, however, only, still,

on the contrary

proclaim: concur (PC)
overly announce the reader as

agreeing with or having the
same knowledge

obviously, undoubtedly,
as we all know

proclaim: pronounce
(PP)

explicit author intervention;
intensifiers

indeed, really, must, quite,
greatly, especially, most

proclaim: endorse (PE) refer to external sources as
correct

X proves/shows
X finds/points out

entertain (E)
proposition as one of possible

positions; allow room for
multiple voices

may, possible, seem, tend to,
could, generally, often,

in my opinion

D
ia

lo
gi

c
ex

pa
ns

io
n

attribute (A)
refer to external sources

without displaying an attitude
towards it

According to Y
Y says/suggests

It is said that
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